Statement to condemn and denounce the terrorist crime
Demand to bring suspects, agitators, organizers, financiers and executors to justice

We the undersigned human rights bodies in the Arab Countries strongly condemn the treacherous and cowardly terrorist organized crime, which claimed the life of the left-wing Jordanian politician Nahidh Hatter, Sunday (25/9/2016) morning, in front of the Palace of Justice in Amman, and as we demand the disclosure of the real culprits who are behind this heinous crime and bring suspects to justice, we emphasize the accountability of all agitators who fed the mentality of the terrorists perpetrators and filled their minds morally in order to embark on this disgraceful criminal act, and not to exclude the financial facilitators, it would not have been that easy in the absence of organized cells that provided accurate information and made it easier for criminals to complete their criminal actions successfully.

This heinous crime did not just target the life of an ordinary citizen, but betrayed the climate of security and safety in Jordan primarily, fueled the state of political and sectarian tension in the country, introduced the citizens to a state of terror and insecurity, and served social fragmentation and the forces of terror and extremist schemes; therefore call on the competent authorities to assume their true role of providing real protection for the Jordanian people away from sectarian and political considerations.
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The preservation of Jordan's security and the unity of its social fabric requires drying up the organizational, intellectual, and financial sources of terrorism and the prosecution of all agitators and dark "servers" that fuel terrorism, encourage extremism, spread chaos, and destroy Arab societies, in service of the enemies of the Arab citizen who want to prevent him from the right to development and advancement.

We also extend the Hatters in particular and the Jordanian society in general our deepest sympathy and solidarity, confirming our confidence in the Jordanian society and its ability to single cohesion and overcome the effects of this heinous crime and that it convicts for the ideas of extremism, obscurantism, and terrorism.

Signatories:

1- Amman Center for Human Rights Studies (ACHRS)
2- Arab Women's Association/Jordan
3- Amman forum Society for Human Rights
4- Freedom astronauts training on integrity and human rights/Jordan
5- Jordan Network for Human Rights Trainers
6- Jordanian Alliance for Democratic Elections
7- International Alliance for Rights and Freedoms/Paris
8- Development and Strategic Studies Association / Tunisia
9- Tunisian Human Rights League
10- Coordinating Maghreb human rights organizations (includes 26 Moroccan human rights organization)
11- Muslim Peacemaker Teams, Iraq
12- Tunisian Institute for Democracy and Development
13- Nations Institute for Development and International Cooperation / Tunisia
14- Lebanese network of civil society organizations
15- El Nadeem Center for Rehabilitation of Victims of Violence and Torture / Egypt
16- Lebanese Women Democratic Gathering
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17- Human Rights & Democracy Media Center “SHAMS”/Palestine
18- Federal Arab Democracy/Palestine
19- Algerian League for the Defence of Human Rights (LADDDH)
20- Environmental and Social Development Center / Palestine
21- Jerusalem Legal Aid and Human Rights Center
22- Freedom of information and expression organization-Hatem / Morocco
23- Civil Alliance of peace and the protection of the rights and freedoms / Yemen
24- Women Development Organization / Yemen
25- awareness of the Foundation for Electoral Studies / Yemen
26- 27 April for Democracy / Yemen
27- Qataban Foundation for Development and Rehabilitation / Yemen
28- Arab Association for Human Rights / Yemen
29- Legal Awareness Organization / Yemen
30- Legal Foundation House / Yemen
31- Damascus Center for Theoretical Studies and Civil rights / Sweden
32- Arab Commission for Human Rights / Paris
33- Jerusalem Legal Aid and Human Rights Center / Palestine
34- Khiam Rehabilitation Center for Victims of Torture / Lebanon
35- continent Organization for Human Rights / Libya
36- The Syrian Center for Economic and Social Rights
37- Justice for Human Rights and Democracy Organization in Syria
38- The Arab Coalition Against the Death Penalty
39- Jordanian Coalition Against the Death Penalty
40- Yemen Organization for Defending Rights and Democratic Freedoms
41- Adalah organization for Rights and Freedoms / Yemen
42- Women’s Network Yemeni for security and safety / Yemen
43- The Yemeni Coalition Against the Death Penalty
44- The Human Rights Organization in Syria / MAF
45- Jordan network of civil society organizations
46- Bahrain Forum for Human Rights
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47- coordinating awareness of the issue and for national unity and the fight against slavery / Mauritania
48- Mauritanian Association for Human Rights and Development
49- Sisters Arab Forum for Human Rights / Yemen
50- The Arabic Network for Human Rights Trainers
51- Regional Forum for Human Rights / Bahrain
52- Middle East Foundation for Development and Human Rights / Yemen
53- The Arab Organization for Penal Reform / Egypt
54- Southwest Asia and North Africa gathered for Arabic Speakers
55- The Arab Women Media Center / Jordan
56- The International Centre for the support of a fair trial and human rights / Geneva
57- Palestinian Center for Peace and Democratic Issues / Palestine
58- International Centre for support the rights and freedoms (Switzerland – Egypt)
59- Salam Organization for Democracy and Human Rights / Bahrain
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